CASE STUDY
See how a Bavard chatbot
helped an eCommerce
outdoor apparel company
streamline their customer
support and boost sales.

The Company
A small, but growing eCommerce company that offers apparel and gear to a loyal following of adventurous
outdoor enthusiasts such as climbers, hikers, mountain bikers, snowboarders, and more. The company has
45 total employees across the U.S. and generates approximately $2.5 million in sales a year.

Their Challenges & Needs
This popular eCommerce apparel company receives hundreds of customer inquiries a day and its customer
support team was spending most of their time answering repetitive questions pertaining to order status,
returning a product, or assistance finding different gear. This left them with less time for more personalized
interactions with customers and opportunities to upsell. The company wanted to streamline their customer-agent
interactions while improving customer satisfaction and boosting engagement and sales. To address their
challenges, the company searched for a smart, AI-powered chatbot that could not only provide 24/7 automated
assistance to customers, but offered the opportunity to escalate to a live agent at any time.

Minimize Repetitive
Inquiries to Customer
Support Team Members

Increase Customer
Satisfaction with Quick
Replies & Recommendations

Boost Engagement
and Sales with More
Personalized Interactions
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“

Bavard worked closely
with us from setup to
deployment to ensure
our smart chatbot
provided our customers
exactly what they need.”

The Solution
The popular apparel company decided to use Bavard’s sophisticated, AI-powered chatbot to streamline their
customer support as well as boost their customer engagement and sales. Bavard’s conversational AI chatbot
offered the responsive and personalized experiences their prospects and customers were looking for, as well
as the no-code technology that was easy to implement for the company. With it’s Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and knowledge base features it allowed the apparel company to deliver an elevated level of service and
engagement and provide customers what they need, 24/7.

The Results: Significant increase in awesome
experiences for customers and support team
Bavard’s smart chatbot has been essential because it has taken away the need for a support team member to
interact with a customer every time. Customers can now quickly get to the resources and answers they need
without having to wait in a queue to talk to a live agent. This has saved many hours a week for the customer
support team and ultimately resulted in more conversations and engagements online. Highlights include:

20+

hours a week
saved in
live support
The chatbot has been able to
quickly reply to the repetitive
inquiries allowing their team to
focus on more personalized
and complex interactions.

1k+

18%

automated
interactions
per week

increase in
product sales in
first month

They have seen a significant boost
in successful, automated customer
engagement since implementing
the chatbot on their site. Users have
been able to self-serve quickly.

Not only has the automated bot
been able to recommend new
products and increase sales, but
live agents have had more time to
upsell in their interactions.
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